
a community 
in nature

envisioning a  
new future for  
anmore south



With exciting possibilities on  
the horizon, icona invites Anmore 
residents to collaborate on a vision  
for Anmore South’s future. 

Within the overall Anmore community is a 150-acre area known as 
Anmore South. This parcel is privately held and decisions about its future 
will be made in the coming months. Currently identified as a “Special 
Study Area” by Metro Vancouver, Anmore South has long been identified 
as strategically important lands critical to Anmore’s future. As the owner 
of the property, icona Properties, is seeking to work with residents of 
Anmore to create a future the community can be proud of — a future that 
enhances this already extraordinary village .

The current designation in Anmore’s Official Community Plan (OCP) 
already allows for one acre, single-family lots throughout the entire 
parcel. But the leadership of icona is interested in starting a dialogue  
and exploring a potential alternate path forward with the residents, 
which would redefine the purpose of this unique and vital place. 

Choosing this path creates the potential for Anmore South to become 
both a vibrant community space and home to one of the largest 
protected parklands in the Tri-City area. It’s an inspiring idea, but to make 
it a reality, we need your ideas and your input.

We are inviting the residents of Anmore to collaborate with us on a  
new vision for these lands. After engaging residents in an initial  
dialogue, it’s clear that there is a strong interest in exploring a  
vision for Anmore South that goes beyond the development of an urban 
sprawl of single-family homes. We would like to take this discussion to  
the whole community. 

To date, residents have told us they want housing diversity that gives 
them options for downsizing and aging in place. They want a community 
that brings amenities closer to home. And they want to preserve and 
enhance the natural environment, with protections for the local ecology 
and nature trails that make the forests more accessible for all. 

We listened to these ideas and used them to establish the starting point 
for a new vision for Anmore South. It is this vision that we share with you 
today, and we invite you to continue to explore the possibilities with 
us. Visit iconaproperties.com to stay informed, learn about upcoming 
community consultation events and share your input.

envision a new  
future with us.
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As a resident of Anmore, you can  
help us preserve its unique natural 
elements for generations to come.



who we are. 
The story of icona is closely connected to the story of Anmore’s past, 
present and future. 

Few development companies are founded on a passion for a specific 
place, but this is the unusual story behind icona’s origins. 

It began in 2014, when entrepreneur Tony Cai—who grew up in Vancouver 
—joined the company that owned the 150 acres known as the Ioco Lands. 
After several years spent listening to and learning from Anmore residents 
and leaders, Tony recognized the need to make a deeper commitment in 
order to ensure that the site’s unique character and natural setting could 
be preserved. 

In late 2020 Tony purchased Anmore South lands and in January 2021 
founded icona to guide this initiative. icona’s mission—to transform 
communities and create places that matter—is embodied by a hand-
selected, multidisciplinary team of top urban planners, innovators, 
visionaries and environmental experts. Most are residents of Anmore and 
the Tri-Cities communities. All have a deep personal connection to the 
region and want to see it advance in a thoughtful and progressive way. 
Together, they are pioneering a new approach to placemaking—one that 
touches the earth lightly and enlivens place, planet and people.

These principles guide the initial vision for Anmore South that is 
articulated in these pages—a vision for a complete community in nature. 
In support of this vision, icona is committed to supporting conservation 
efforts and setting new benchmarks for environmental stewardship, 
sustainable development and enlightened design. 
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our principles:
enliven place. Animate visionary change.  

Transform experience. Sustain through  
brilliance, invention, endurance. 

enliven planet. Celebrate spirit and  
balance. Preserve and evolve. Build in and  
of our environment—from the ground up. 

enliven people. Craft being and  
belonging. Foster change and growth.  

Produce lasting togetherness.

When I first walked these lands, surrounded by  
the Burrard Inlet, the mountains and regional parks,  
I quickly understood that this is a very special place.  

We need to find a way to protect its extraordinary nature  
while creating a complete community that supports and 

improves the quality of life for its residents. - Tony Cai, Founder



As the Village of Anmore looks to the future, its community leaders are 
taking steps to ensure the municipality has the freedom to choose its own 
path.

As part of the planning process, your Mayor and Council are considering 
an update to the municipality’s Official Community Plan (OCP)—a document 
that describes and guides the long-term vision for the community.
Should residents and financial analysis support an update, it will need 
to be coordinated with updates to Metro Vancouver’s regional land use 
designations for Anmore.

Currently, the lands that make up the Village of Anmore are designated by 
Metro Vancouver as “Rural” land, which effectively only allows for large, 
single-family houses on subdivided lots. Recognizing that Anmore would 
need the flexibility to introduce new land uses and housing types into the 
community as it evolved, the Anmore South lands are identified under Metro 
Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy, Metro 2040, as being within a 
“Special Study Area.” This designation, which was requested by the Village 
of Anmore in 2009 and included in the new Regional Growth Strategy in 
July 2011, gives the Village of Anmore an opportunity to reconsider the rural 
designation for Anmore South as the OCP is updated.

Through the Metro 2040 amendment process, the Village of Anmore 
has an opportunity to request a change to this rural designation to a 
broader one that better serves its citizens and ensures a more sustainable 
future. Updating the designation to “General Urban” will give the Village 
more options and allow residents and community leaders to decide for 
themselves how the land will be used in the future.

 

What does a “General Urban” designation mean for Anmore?  

The General Urban designation accommodates a broad range of 
development options that support Anmore’s beloved semi-rural character. 
This designation was the foundation for the creation of the Township of Fort 
Langley, Steveston Village and April Road—self-sustaining communities built 
on a human scale and infused with a sense of place. To take the first step, 
Anmore must first update its OCP and seek an amendment to Metro 2040 
to facilitate a change from rural to general urban designation for Anmore 
South.

With the Mayor and Council exploring an OCP update and 
completing their financial analysis, the time is right for icona  
to engage Anmore residents in a conversation about the  
Anmore South lands. 

icona’s focus, as the site owner, is to gather residents’ input and use 
it to generate design ideas that align with the community’s needs. 
This visioning document is intended to kick off these discussions and 
illustrate some of the initial ideas inspired by early conversations 
with residents. By sharing these ideas with you now, we can begin 
to identify the priorities—including a choice of housing types, water 
and wastewater infrastructure, nature preservation and other 
village amenities—that will shape ongoing conversations. 

Moving forward, we will host a series of open houses to give 
residents continued opportunities to influence and shape the future 
of Anmore South and the role it plays in the broader vision for the 
Village of Anmore.

setting a
foundation
for the
future.
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exploring 
the potential.
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Amid the tall trees residents work, play, shop, 
socialize, or simply enjoy a coffee on the plaza 
while watching the world go by.

Representing just 2%  
of Anmore’s landmass,  

Anmore South could have  
a tranformative impact 
on the quality of life for  

all residents.

Creative Concept

Anmore
South
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LIVEABILITY
Support for multi-modal transportation

Pedestrian-friendly living

Firehall expansion

Local library

Human-scale development

Local daycare options

a complete 
community 
in nature.

DIVERSITY
Modern, mixed-use community 

Homes for every lifestyle and life stage 

Local workspaces and businesses

Residential and commercial spaces 
and activities

VITALITY
Gift of stewarded parkland

Creation of cycling and walking trails

Vibrant public realm

Local employment opportunities

Outdoor performance venue

SUSTAINABILITY
Conservation and stewardship 

endowment

Forest retention and management 

Innovative, sustainable building 
practices and materials

Stormwater management system

Strong, diversified tax base

Stable and growing school 
population

SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Secure connection to Metro 

Vancouver water supply

Modern wastewater infrastructure

Healthcare in the community

Fresh foods and grocery  
available locally 

Thoughtful land use  
choices will enhance resilience  

and quality of life for 
all Anmore residents.
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LIVE IN NATURE

icona’s vision is of a community that preserves the  
tranquility of a semi-rural way of life while bringing daily 

pleasures and conveniences closer to home.

Stroll or cycle to your favourite café. Book a table at your 
favourite neighbourhood restaurant. Spend an afternoon at 
the farmer’s market. Enjoy the convenience of a local grocery, 

pharmacy, dental office and medical clinic. Or catch an 
outdoor concert at the pavilion and listen to the music of a 

folk trio mingle with the sound of the streams running through 
the community heart.  

A gift of parkland to Anmore—one of the largest 
bequests of stewarded forests and waterways—
includes a system of trails and paths for people of 
all abilities to enjoy.

Creative Concept



WORK IN NATURE

As the early morning light filters through the trees, a small group  
of professionals and entrepreneurs begin their day in the Anmore  
South community.

With the inclusion of select retail and professional spaces, Anmore can 
support local productivity and innovation and diversify its tax base. Office 
space supports a small tech firm and brings fresh energy to the area. A 
co-working space reduces or eliminates the commute for local residents. 
Much-needed professional services, including lawyers, accountants, salon 
and healthcare professionals not only serve residents’ needs but support 
local businesses.

PLAY IN NATURE

Recreational spaces offer a unique opportunity for  
Anmore residents to come together, have fun and socialize  
in a natural setting. 

Pathways, play spaces, picnic areas and plazas cater to people of every 
ability and preference. Take a long walk among tall trees. Unwind with 
an outdoor yoga class. Stimulate your mind with a game of chess in the 
open air. Or host an impromptu gathering for friends and family under 
the stars. These outdoor spaces are designed to bring residents of all 
ages together to decompress and recharge in nature.
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LEARN IN NATURE

Nature is a great teacher and guide, and the unparalleled natural setting 
of Anmore South is the ideal catalyst for learning experiences.

For young and old alike, opportunities to learn about the ecology, history 
and culture of the Anmore community abound. An interpretive centre 
offers exhibits for families and learning groups of all ages and interests, 
and self-guided exploration encourages people to respectfully observe 
and enhance their understanding of the natural world during trail walks. 
A stronger tax base supports a school expansion, while a local library 
encourages lifelong learning across generations.

CONNECT IN NATURE

A vast, protected parkland supports a network of cycling, hiking and 
walking trails designed to draw people of all abilities closer to nature.  

With a significant portion of the existing forests preserved and 
managed as permanent parklands, nature is all around, and people  
are encouraged to immerse themselves in its restorative powers. For 
those seeking the ultimate challenge, a steep vertical “grind” leads to 
a hard-won pinnacle. Those who prefer gentler experiences can follow 
more meandering trails, while people with mobility limitations can 
follow paved pathways that lead to wooded areas or water features. 
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MOVE IN NATURE

Multi-modal and active transportation options reduce car trips  
and give residents new freedom to move within and beyond Anmore. 

Sidewalks, bike lanes, and expansive trails for walking and  
cycling inspire people to leave vehicles at home, while a  

network of charging stations fuels electric rideshare vehicles.  
Hop on the local shuttle for a quick trip to the SkyTrain  

and other Translink services. 

Sustainable transport options enable Anmore South  
to foster healthier lifestyles, a healthier environment  

and greater mobility for every resident.
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Open spaces in nature encourage conversation 
and recreation with friends and neighbours, while 
village amenities such as community spaces and 
a library nourish bodies and minds for all ages.

Creative Concept



Anmore residents want a wider range of housing options to revitalize the 
community and enable them to age in place.  

Early consultation with Anmore residents has clearly indicated that 
residents want to see a greater diversity of housing in their community. 
They want options that support downsizing or aging in place, that enable 
younger generations to find suitable housing options and that cater to 
every lifestyle and life stage—from young families to seniors. 

With a mix of well-designed multi-family homes, spacious townhomes and 
accessible, single-floor residences, icona’s vision ensures that everyone 
can stay in the community they know and love, even as their housing and 
lifestyle continue to evolve.

icona’s vision uses world-class building innovation, materials and 
technology to touch the earth lightly and preserve the natural surroundings 
while introducing a mix of residential, commercial and recreational 
structures. Building upward rather than outward enables us to minimize the 
footprint, retain the trees and surround the village with a vast stretch of 
parklands as our gift to the community. 

Designed to harmonize with nature and minimize ecological impact, these 
homes will showcase global best practices in sustainable home and 
community design:

• Innovative design materials such as mass timber and carbon-absorbent  
 concrete create natural, eco-friendly finishes that harmonize with and  
 protect the environment.

• Generous outdoor spaces—terraces, gardens, patios and rooftop   
 gardens—support healthy outdoor lifestyles and surround each residence  
 with green space.

• Woodland settings keep nature on the village’s doorstep, with trails and  
 walkways that lead residents into extensive, permanent parklands where  
 they can immerse themselves in nature.

• High quality standards that are closely monitored and enforced  
 will ensure a holistic vision and excellence from design to construction  
 to management. As the long-term owner of the village’s commercial  
 spaces, icona is invested in protecting and curating an exceptional  
 experience.
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housing 
for every 
lifestyle 
and life 
stage.

Innovative design 
materials harmonize 

with and protect  
the environment.

StructureCraft



A new water supply, wastewater infrastructure and rainwater management 
system will transform Anmore’s health, safety and resilience. 

Water and wastewater management have posed significant challenges 
for the Village of Anmore. icona’s vision for Anmore South includes an 
independent connection to Metro Vancouver’s regional water supply 
system and eco-friendly wastewater and rainwater management to  
benefit the entire Village.

WASTEWATER INFRASTRUCTURE

Many of Anmore’s multiple independent septic systems are operating 
beyond their planned capacity and nearing the end of their lifespans. 
Already showing signs of being overstressed, these systems will have 
detrimental health, environmental and financial consequences for  
residents when they fail. 

icona plans to build modern wastewater conveyance infrastructure to the 
area that will directly connect to Metro Vancouver’s regional sewer system. 

WATER SUPPLY

The Village of Anmore joined Metro Vancouver’s regional water service in 
1999. However, since that time, regional water has been supplied by the 
City of Port Moody. The service agreement for use of its water distribution 
network comprises the largest part of Anmore’s annual water budget. 
In addition to being a costly arrangement for the Village, it is a tenuous 
one. The Water Supply Agreement with Port Moody can be terminated 
within two years, at which point the Village would need to explore new 
infrastructure to secure its regional supply. Furthermore, as  
Port Moody’s water distribution system ages, the Village will incur 
additional costs to assist the City in paying for upgrades to its 
infrastructure. The reliance on Port Moody to supply the regional water 
service compromises Anmore’s self-reliance and long-term stability. 

icona’s vision for Anmore South would provide a direct connection to the 
regional water supply, ensuring ample resourcing for the whole of Anmore, 
including homeowners, business owners and local firefighters—for today 
and many decades to come.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The ability to manage Anmore’s stormwater plays an important role  
in protecting the Village’s water security and mitigating the impacts  
of climate change, including flooding, erosion and the destruction of  
the natural habitat.

icona will create a state-of-the-art stormwater management  
system to enable Anmore South to protect the land and conserve  
water more effectively.

A TRANSFORMATIVE INVESTMENT

As part of the vision to create a complete community in Anmore South, 
icona plans to make an unprecedented investment in Anmore’s water and 
wastewater infrastructure that will transform the Village’s independence, 
stability and resilience.
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utilities: 
a vital part 
of the story. icona’s vision for  

Anmore South provides  
a direct connection  

to the regional  
water supply.



This vision for Anmore South will enhance and protect the site’s natural 
beauty with the single largest gift of parkland in the Tri-City area.

In our early conversations with the people of Anmore, there is one point 
on which the community is united: preserving the natural environment is a 
top priority. icona shares these values, and our vision for the site embodies 
them by minimizing the human footprint through thoughtful design so that 
we can protect as much of the natural land as possible.

As part of our vision for Anmore South, icona is committed to gifting a 
significant portion of the site to create a wonderful new protected park. 
This would create a public park more than six times the size of Rocky Point 
Park—one of the largest bequests of stewarded forests and waterways ever 
gifted by a land owner within the Tri-City area in recent history.  

In addition to the lands themselves, icona will also establish an endowment 
to fund the ongoing stewardship and preservation of these lands. This 
endowment will support such activities as:

 • Working with conservation experts to protect the flora and fauna

 • Encouraging the regrowth of native deciduous trees 

 • Maintaining hiking, walking and cycling trails 

 • Removing contaminated artificial watercourses 

 • Protecting the local pond through stormwater management

 • Strengthening existing natural streams and waterways

 • Protecting and enhancing existing wildlife corridors

 • Managing invasive species that are encroaching into riparian zones

The bequest of land, together with the endowment, will ensure that  
Anmore South can become a complete community in nature, a place  
where homes, businesses, shops and amenities support and co-exist  
with the natural world. 
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gifting 
nature 
to the 
community.

icona will create a new  
public park more than six times  

the size of Rocky Point Park.

A complete community in nature will create 
housing diversity and support village amenities 
while protecting and enhancing the area’s  
natural assets. 

Creative Concept



In these pages, we shared a vision of what Anmore South could be.  
Now we invite you to share yours.

We are excited to share this visioning document with you and hope it 
helped to bring to life some of the exciting possibilities that could shape 
Anmore’s future. 

We are equally excited for the next step in this journey—discovering which 
elements of this vision speak to you most strongly. Through a series of 
open houses beginning in the summer of 2021, icona will invite community 
members to learn more, share their input and collaborate with icona to 
explore and refine this vision.

Visit iconaproperties.com to sign up for updates and stay informed of 
upcoming opportunities to continue the conversation.
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be a part  
of the  
process.

When you picture the future, what do you see? 
Homes for every lifestyle and life stage? Trails 
and recreational spaces that invite people into 
nature? A community that brings amenities 
and essentials within reach? Let’s explore the 
possibilities together.

Creative Concept



Suite 900
1111 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, BC 
Canada  V6E 2J3
T: +1 (604) 335-2683

iconaproperties.com


